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Learning activity in Mielżyn, Poland



Friday - workshops 
at school, summary 
of the meeting in 
Poland



First workshop was devoted to 
practising the dance and singing of 
the song "Szła dzieweczka".



Then, we prepared posters 
summarising LA in Poland. We 
worked in 3 groups.





In the meantime, there was 
organised a robots' station. These 
were robots made and 
programmed by our students. 
Each participant could try how 
they work or program them on 
his/her own.



After lunch, an official closing of 
the meeting began. Firstly, there 
was a piano show prepared by 
one of our students Tymon 
Tupurins. 
Secondly, there was a karate show 
prepared by our students from 
Year 5.



 Later, we presented our posters 
and the dance and the song. 



 Then, our headmistress made a 
speech and handed out the 
certificates and gifts prepared by 
our students. Next, Jana made a 
speech. We were really happy to 
hear such nice words.



In the evening, we had a disco for 
all participants of the project. We 
chatted and danced together. We 
ate delicious pizzas. It was hard to 
say goodbye. Some of us couldn't 
stop crying. We can't wait to see 
our friends during the next learning 
activity which will be held in 
Serbia.
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